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Metalarte is evolving. We have entered a new era,
with the same dedication to our vision and the application of the experience acquired during more
than 80 years of our history as a brand. Looking to
the future, but without losing sight of the achievements of the past, and once again celebrating the
best of Spanish design. This is just a snapshot of
the exciting things to come, a catalogue with a variety of textures and innovations, like the one we are
presenting here: Alta Costura flags. It isn’t easy to
find a completely new concept in the lighting market today. But, here is one.
Metalarte Flags

About Metalarte

Flags are designed to wave in the wind. In interiors spaces there are flags, but no wind. The flags
become flaccid and lose much of their representative power. They don’t stand out. Metalarte offers a novel alternative, developed from one of our
flagship models: the Alta Costura lamp designed
in 1992 by Josep Aregall, a symbolic year for the
city of Barcelona, host of all the world’s flags during the Olympics. Around the flagpole of this iconic design, a translucent sheet undulates gracefully,
which now serves to support any flag or banner:
countries, communities, cities, organizations, corporations, associations, clubs... they never wrinkle
and, what’s more, they provide light. Perfect for
the newsroom, for institutional offices, for sports
clubs, for the hall of a hotel or just to display with
pride.

Metalarte is a decorative lighting brand within the Luxiona
Group, which is defined by a vision that mixes the contemporary with the traditional and the capacity to constantly move
forwards and adapt to changing times. Since its foundation in
1932, Metalarte has maintained a catalogue that balances the
future and the past, with a clear focus on Spanish design and
its creators.
LUXIONA, experienced in lighting
Light is our reason to be. The development and delivery of
the best integrated solutions for design, production and sales,
adapting to the specific needs of every architectural Project.
Through the TROLL, METALARTE and SAGELUX brands,
LUXIONA provides a wide range of global solutions for technical, decorative and emergency lighting. Trust, security and
flexibility are the foundation of our international success.
With an HQ is Spain, the LUXIONA Group has subsidiaries
in Mexico, Peru, China, Poland, France, Italy, Germany and
Hong Kong.
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